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WHAT ARE AIRLINE RESERVATION SYSTEM?

The airline reservation system is a web-based booking solution that helps in 
consolidating data from all airlines through the use of global distribution systems. The 
system provides inventory and rates in real time to customers as well as travel agents.

Lately, airline reservation system is being used not only to make flight reservation, 
but it’s also being used to assist with different airline management tasks and to meet 
customers’ needs from the initial booking all the way to completion of the flight.



MOBILE BOOKING

There is a crop of modern travelers whose lives revolve around mobile gadgets. 
Travelers prefer to make their reservation online using their mobile gadgets, and as 
such it’s essential to have your system integrated with mobile applications. It’s 
imperative to ensure your mobile app have real-time updates regarding the 
availability of sits, departure time as well as the cost of the flight.



POST BOOKING MANAGEMENT

Sometimes travelers may want to make changes on their bookings. The feature allows 
one to add ancillary services, change sits or cancels their reservations or change 
flights. Having such services will not only attract more clients, but it will also lead to 
higher sales due to the flexibility involved.



PAYMENT OPTIONS

Airline reservation system should have multiple options for making payment raging 
from credit/debit card, PayPal, mobile wallets among others. Having different 
payment options ensures every traveler preferences have been taken care of. It is 
also essential to ensure there is an automated card detail feature to avoid frustrating 
clients by making them enter their card details every time they are making a 
payment.



MULTI-LINGUAL SYSTEM

Airline reservation system deals with the global market where different clients use 
different native languages. Most customers are more comfortable while interacting 
with their native language rather than using a common language. Thus it is essential to 
have a feature which allows customers to select their preferred language while 
making their reservations.



COMPUTERIZE RESERVATION SYSTEM: CRS

1. Saber system was established by American Airlines.

2. Amadeus system was established by Air France, Lufthansa, Iberia and SAS.

3. Abacus system was established by Asian airlines namely Cathay Pacific Airlines, 
Singapore Airlines and Malaysia Airlines.

4. World Span system was established by Delta Airlines, Northwest Airlines and Trans 
Airlines.

5. Galileo system was founded by British Airways and United Airlines.

6. Tapaz system was established by the Korean government.

7. Axess system was founded by Japan Airlines.

8. Infini system was established by All Nippon Airways.



FLIGHT BOOKING

Today, when a traveler or a travel agent books a flight, they have a choice: Use 
either an indirect or direct booking channel. The first one includes OTAs, like Expedia 
or Priceline, GDS, if an agent books for the traveler, or metasearch engines, like 
Kayak or Skyscanner. The second option is a direct booking from an airline website.



FLIGHT BOOKING (CON)

1. Flight search

Indirect channel: OTA, GDS, metasearch engine. A user looks for the right flight via 
a flight booking engine on a third-party website or via a GDS terminal. As the flight 
is chosen, a third-party sends the request to the GDS, which accesses the airline’s 
CRS.

Direct channel: Airline eCommerce website. If a traveler books directly from the 
provider, the process skips the whole GDS part and goes straight to the CRS.



FLIGHT BOOKING (CON)

2. Reservation management

CRS’ basic functions are inventory and reservation management, passenger name 
record (PNR) generation, payment gateway integration, customer information 
management, booking and cancellation management, refund management, and email 
notification. While booking a flight, a customer can select a seat right away, but as a 
rule, airlines charge an additional price for this. Otherwise, the seat can be selected 
during online check-in or be randomly assigned. After a user pays for the ticket, a 
system generates a PNR – a personal code that contains a traveler’s information and 
their itinerary. An airline uses a PNR to easily track the passenger’s record and 
exchange information between different airlines. We will discuss its use a little bit 
later.



FLIGHT BOOKING (CON)

3. Choosing additional services

Ancillary services include an ability to reserve a particular seat, additional baggage, 
extra legroom, or in-flight meals. When a traveler adds ancillary services during the 
booking, a Merchandising System generates special service request number (SSR). It’s 
a message to the supplier with a request for any ancillary service that’s usually 
included in the ticket.

Besides selling extra services, Merchandising Systems are also responsible for 
dynamic pricing and discount offers. Some systems also include such services as 
changing the date and name on the ticket. An example of such a system is a Global 
Merchandising System by Amadeus. It can retrieve a traveler’s PNR and amend it for 
a fee.



FLIGHT BOOKING (CON)

4. Using loyalty programs

Loyalty program operations are usually managed by airline merchandising systems, 
too. Being a member of a frequent-flyer or airline loyalty program, a passenger can 
use earned miles accumulated from each flight, or points for purchasing extra 
services from airlines. These points can be exchanged for discounts or benefits, like 
upgrading to business class. Depending on the airline, customers can either log in via 
their accounts while purchasing tickets directly from an airline website or get a 
loyalty program participant’s number to use for booking from a third-party. Also, 
these systems keep a particular number of places for frequent flyers reserved in CRS.



FLIGHT BOOKING (CON)

5. Payment processing

A payment gateway is a third-party service that not only processes all financial 
operations between customer and merchant, it also ensures data safety. The main 
operations of a payment gateway are authorization (checking that a user has enough 
money to pay), capture (sending the funds to the merchant’s account), sale (regular 
payment for purchases), a refund (money return), and void (a refund for not-captured 
funds). The advantage of this service is that a customer can book and pay in one 
place, but a big disadvantage is that all the processes like cancelation and refund 
are completed through the OTA side, not through the CRS. And one more 
disadvantage for travelers: When booking via OTAs, they pay an additional fee.



FLIGHT BOOKING (CON)

6. Personal name record (PNR) generation

Ticketing is a different concept from booking. Ticketing means that the seat is paid 
for, it won’t be taken, and it belongs to a particular person. This is ensured by a PNR. 
It’s a 6-digit code on an e-ticket that allows airlines to validate the booked seat. If 
it’s a trip that consists of several flights by different airlines, an interline booking 
occurs. For such cases, airlines create an interline commercial agreement for 
codeshared flights. Regarding this agreement, different airlines issue a single ticket 
with one PNR, which is issued by one of the airlines as defined by an agreement.





FLIGHT BOOKING (CON)

7. Super PNR generation

Sometimes an airline issues a single PNR for a segmented flight known as a super 
PNR. In this case, the system generates several PNRs that are included in one. Each 
number in this code represents details of the seat: class, ancillaries included, etc. After 
the ticketing, the traveler receives a booking confirmation from the OTA or airline 
with their name, schedule, airport IATA codes, and the price of a ticket, as well as an 
e-ticket with a PNR reference from an airline. At the next stage, a traveler would 
need an e-ticket.



FLIGHT BOOKING (CON)

8. Check-in

During check-in, a traveler must provide their PNR and name so that the system can match it 
with existing ones in the CRS and assign a seat. This process slightly differs online and offline.

Online check-in. Online check-in usually becomes available 48 hours before the flight, but it 
depends upon the airline. A traveler enters details from an e-ticket at an airline website or an 
app and gets access to an aircraft seat map to choose a particular seat. If a user doesn’t 
choose it, the system randomly assigns a free one and issues an electronic boarding pass. The 
same principle works for check-in kiosks.

Airport check-in. Checking-in at the airport, a person brings an e-ticket to the airport agent 
at the check-in counter, so that they can enter the details and reserve a seat, or several seats 
on different planes if it’s a segmented flight, on a seat map and check the baggage in. As a 
result, an agent issues and prints a boarding pass.



FLIGHT BOOKING (CON)

9. Boarding pass issue

The boarding pass is a document that identifies a passenger and a flight, and gives 
permission to board a plane.



FLIGHT BOOKING (CON)

10. Baggage tracking

Baggage management systems are integrated with airports and airlines via APIs. 
When the baggage is handled, it goes straight to the baggage handling system, 
where the code is scanned.

As soon as the baggage handling system scans it, the code appears in IATA’s 
worldwide baggage tracking system WorldTracer. This system offers a number of 
modules for tracking and matching baggage, and every airline-member of 
WorldTracer Distribution Network (WTDN) gets access to them.




